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The most important development in Long Period Gratings (LPG) is the demonstration of 

efficient coupling between guided modes and coupling modes of single mode fiber using 

LPG.  Nowadays, Long Period Fiber Gratings (LPFG) usually refers to this class of 

gratings. Because cladding-mode LPFGs do not need any special means to separate the 

coupling modes, their deployment for various applications is quite simple. The 

availability of a large number of cladding modes also offers flexibility in designing of 

optical components, particularly in communication applications. 

 In terms of application, the cladding-mode LPFG has two distinct advantages, 

compared with other types of LPGs (e.g., polarization converters, acousto-optic filters, 

few-mode fiber gratings). First, it does not require any other component like polarizer or 

mode converter to separate the coupling modes. It can just be used as it is and thus 

simplifies its deployment, especially in systems where many gratings are needed. 

Second, the light that is coupled to the cladding of the fiber is no longer shielded from the 

fiber and becomes sensitive to any changes in the surrounding medium. This property 

opens up many new possibilities for various applications (e.g., fiber-to-fiber coupling, 

add/drop multiplexing, optical filter designing, sensing applications). It has a huge 

potential for the development of new devices through the manipulation of the cladding 

modes. 

 Grating structure is not only important in the fiber optics but also in the integrated 

optics. Since the waveguides can be fabricated into different shapes and designs, provide 

a higher flexibility in the design of optical devices than fiber so to eliminate the geometry 

and material constraint, long period waveguide gratings have been developed. It is an 

emerging field and over last few years, there has been a significant progress in the 

realization of LPWGs with different waveguide structure and materials.
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DSO (Digital Storage Oscilloscope)

LIGHT RUNNER FEATURES

In the year of 2011, IIITDM 

Kancheepuram procured the 
three Light Runner kits (Basic, 
WDM and EDFA) for the Data 
Networks Lab. It has been 
observed that the kits are 
working effectively and are liked 
by the UG/PG students. The kits 
are also being employed in 
carrying our  regular research 
activities in fiber optics.

     Dr. Naveen Kumar 
(IIITD&M Kancheepuram)
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1. The DSO feature is in built with Light runner software. Which can be enabling by 
pressing “Switch On” Button in the experimental window.

2. One can start or stop DSO at any time by pressing “Start DSO” or “Stop DSO” 
respectively.

3. The voltage and time scale can be change any time using the controls on the 
control panel.

4. One can measure the wave form either for voltage or time based on selecting 
voltage CH1/Voltage CH2 or Time base respectively.

5. One can change the position of the cursor during measurement by clicking “+” or 
“-” buttons.

6. On pressing the calculate button will give the result for the two points selected by 
the user.

7. The user can view the graph on a full screen by pressing “Full Graph” Button and 
by pressing the “Back” button; User can come back to Experimental window.
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